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ABSTRACT
Virtual courses function in a different manner than traditional courses, therefore
they require teaching methods and assessment techniques geared specifically to
maximize this learning experience. Internet-based learning and distance-education are
no longer new concepts in the science field. Because of this, many collegiate biology
programs have created courses that can be taken virtual or hybrid. A number of
experimental studies have had great influence in terms of the effects and impacts of
educational technology in relation to virtual laboratories.
However, not many studies emphasize the impact of hybrid laboratories on
student achievement or assess students’ motivation to learn in a biological course. This
study’s focus is to initiate the process of analyzing objective findings on the impact of
biological hybrid laboratories on students’ achievement and motivation to learn biology
in a collegiate level environment. There is a rapid increase in the number of colleges
and universities offering hybrid courses. Therefore, it is essential to conduct research
on the effectiveness of hybrid biology laboratory courses before more courses are
offered and widespread adoption takes place. First year biology students participated in
one of three biology lab environments (traditional, virtual, and hybrid). Students’
laboratory averages were compared to measure achievement, pre-test and post-test
scores were compared to measure gain scores, and a motivation to learn biology
questionnaire was compared to measure degrees of biology motivation. The data
acquired from this study will help determine the practicality and feasibility of replacing
traditional and virtual laboratories with the newer hybrid biological lab.
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CHAPTER I – INTRODUCTION
In the 21st century, there have been many advances in educational technology that
present challenges and changes for higher education. These changes have given reason
for colleges and universities to become engaged in keeping up with these advances in
technology (Jacobs, 2014). As a result of these advances, smaller universities and
community colleges are finding innovative methods for increasing opportunities in
learning, increasing interaction between students, increasing interaction between students
and faculty, and solving other challenges (Dunkle & Leite, 2004). Virtual education is
slowly being integrated into college and university programs and has shown significant
progression in the last decade (Chiasson, K., Terras, K., & Smart, K., 2015). Many
university departments offer virtual courses and nearly 3,000 colleges and universities
state that virtual courses are critical to their long-term plan (Jacobs, 2014). Millennial
students, making up the majority of the undergraduate population, seem to embrace
technology and are driving institutions to increase virtual offerings. There was a 17%
increase in virtual enrollment between 2008 and 2009 in the United States in comparison
to 1.2% increase in overall enrollment (Barbeau, Johnson, Gibson, & Rogers, 2013).
Allen and Seaman (2014) stated that there were 7.1 million people enrolled in at least one
virtual course in 2012 and, according to the National Center for Education Statistics,
28.5%, 29.8%, and 31.7% of students were enrolled in any virtual course during Fall
2014, 2015, and 2016 respectively. It was determined from learning and technology
literature that educational technology can enhance student achievement if used properly
(Shacher and Neumann, 2010; Kulik, Kulik, & Cohen, 1980; Cook, Levinson, & Garside,
2008; Ohrn, Oostrom, & Meurs, 1997; Barbeau, Johnson, Gibson, & Rogers, 2013;
1

Schoenfeld-Tacher, McConnell, & Kogan, 2004, Husmann, Dean, and Braun, 2009;
Wolf, 2010; etc.).
Educational technology refers to the use of technological tools in respect to
learning. This conception involves various tools, such as computers, networking
hardware, and media as it relates to their application in education. Electronic educational
technology, also known as e-learning, is now a very important aspect of our society due
to its components, approaches, and delivery methods, although it is not limited to high
performance technology. Media is inclusive of videos, technology applications, images,
text, animation, audio, video, streaming satellite TV, etc. Virtual courses generally
operate differently than traditional courses. Thus, they require assessment techniques and
teaching techniques specifically geared for this particular educational experience
(Chiasson, 2015). Because internet- based learning and distance-education are no longer
novel concepts in the science field, many biology programs have designed courses to be
taken using virtual or hybrid formats (Hallyburton & Lunsford, 2013).
Due to the rapid growth of virtual courses and the need to accommodate students
majoring in the biological field, virtual laboratories are being used to help students learn
basic concepts and lab techniques that are used by scientists and researchers in various
careers. Laboratory activities increase interest in subject matter, which has been taught
throughout lecture courses, but hands on experiments are rarely done in schools due to
inadequate instruments and deficient laboratories (Tuysuz, 2010). The rapid
transformation from traditional laboratories to virtual laboratories has led some experts to
question the effectiveness of virtual labs (Shachar & Neumann, 2010). It has been stated
by Shachar and Neumann (2010) that virtual laboratories are not designed to be
2

equivalent or equal to traditional laboratories. However, some studies show that virtual
labs can be equivalent in value to student learning due to greater flexibility and various
learning styles of the students (Olson, 2006).
Riffell and Merrill (2005) assert that virtual courses can be centered towards
students and more flexible than traditional courses when administered appropriately.
However, poor student performance has been documented for virtual instruction, possibly
due to lack of student-instructor and student-peer interaction (Riffell & Merrill, 2005). A
newer practice is now evolving with the idea of technology-enhanced education and
mixed mode instruction (Dunkle & Leite, 2004). A popular design for colleges and
universities is to combine both traditional courses with virtual courses to form a hybrid
course. According to Riffell and Merrill (2005), by combining the two, benefits of both
learning environments can be captured. Previous studies show that hybrid courses may
increase students’ performance, improve attitudes about the course, and provide higher
attendance rates. Therefore, it is critical to ensure that hybrid laboratories present the
same equivalence of quality to the educational experience that students receive in
traditional laboratories.
Defining Hybrid Laboratories
There has been a large body of literature published on hybrid courses but no unity
on the definition of what hybrid learning is (Tayebinik & Puteh, 2012). Delialioglu and
Yildirim (2007) stated that hybrid learning is a combination of information and
communication technology. Hybrid education uses asynchronous teaching through virtual
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aspects and traditional face-to-face teaching to utilize and maximize both learning and
teaching opportunities (Movahedzadeh, 2012) (see figure 1).

Hybrid Learning Environment
Driscoll (2002) stated that hybrid learning is a combination of different
instructional methods. These instructional methods have various names including blended
learning, hybrid learning, web-enhanced instruction, mediated learning, and web- assisted
learning. It is thought that blended learning and hybrid learning are synonymous
(Tayebinik & Puteh, 2012). However, the three most common definitions for hybrid
learning have been cited with the third definition being the most accepted by scholars:
1. A combination of various delivery medias
2. A combination of instructional methods
3. A combination of virtual and face-to-face instruction
This study will use the definition derived from Colin and Moonen (2001): “A
hybrid of traditional face-to-face and virtual learning so that instruction occurs both in the
classroom and virtual, and where the virtual component becomes a natural extension of
traditional classroom learning.” A hybrid course that is well designed takes advantage of
the best portions of the traditional course and the virtual course. The purpose is to
reinforce, elaborate on, and complement one another.

4

Advantages of Hybrid Laboratories
In a hybrid environment, a learning equilibrium between the traditional/ face-toface environment and the virtual environment is essential. Hybrid learning is based on a
mixture of problem-based learning, collaborative learning, and independent learning
(Movahedzadeh, 2012). Therefore, hybrid learning encourages a positive situation for the
traditional course and the virtual course alike and there are many advantages of hybrid
learning over purely virtual learning. According to Tayebinik and Puteh (2012), these
advantages include, but are not limited to:
•

Active participation

•

Adequate feedback

•

Collaborative task

•

Engagement

•

Flexibility

•

Fun teaching and learning

•

Increased communication

•

Improved academic performance

•

Providing direct help

•

Sense of community
Research Problem

Often, general biology I courses can hold a larger quantity of students in the
lecture sections with a smaller enrollment (24-46) of students in the laboratory sections.
The lecture portion of the course is often content-driven with limited interaction for
students with their peers or instructor. However, these interactions are known factors
5

considered to be important to students’ academic achievement, retention, and attitudes
towards the subject area (American Association for the Advancement of Science, 2009;
Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005; Reese, 2015). Instilling positive attitudes toward science,
promoting motivation and interest, developing collaborative abilities, enhancing handson lab techniques, and enhancing communication skills are often achieved through the
laboratory component of the biology course. (Hofstein & Lunetta, 1982, 2003; Lunetta,
Hofstein, & Clough, 2007). Unfortunately, laboratory courses require many resources and
finances. There is a major gap in efficiency and hands-on-learning in science education at
the university level. Many colleges and universities, science instructors, and
administrators believe virtual laboratories to be a potential solution to the many pressures
of conducting a traditional lab (Akpan, 2001). However, virtual labs lack the positive
laboratory components such as instilling positive attitudes, developing collaborative
abilities, promoting interest and motivation, enhancing hands-on lab techniques, and
enhancing communication skills. There is a considerable amount of evidence that student
achievement in the virtual laboratory environment is equal to, if not greater than, that of
students in traditional laboratory courses (Akpan & Strayer, 2010; Finkelstein et al.,
2005; Huppert, Lomask, & Lazarowitz, 2002). Little is known about student achievement
in hybrid labs and the impact of hybrid laboratories on students’ motivation to learn
science.
Rationale for Study
Virtual courses operate differently than traditional courses, thus requiring
teaching techniques and assessment techniques specifically geared for this educational
experience (Chiasson, 2015). Distance-education and internet-based learning are no
6

longer novel concepts in the science field, therefore many biology programs have
designed courses to be taken virtually or in the hybrid format (Hallyburton & Lunsford,
2013). A number of empirical studies have been highly influential regarding the impact
and effects of educational technology in regard to virtual laboratories (Chiasson, Terras,
& Smart, 2015; Jacobs, 2014; Scalise, Timms, Moorjani, Clark, Holtermann, & Irvin,
2011). More specifically, virtual labs have been credited as being as effective for concept
retention and student achievement. However, very few studies focus on the impact of
hybrid laboratories on student achievement and motivation to learn biology. Motivation
and attitude are important factors in sustaining student engagement and interest in
biology. With an increase in the number of colleges and universities offering hybrid
courses, it is important to determine the effectiveness of these laboratory courses before
widespread adoption occurs (Reece, 2015).
The majority of research on biological lab student outcomes has been in traditional
or virtual labs and utilized either quantitative or qualitative data. No studies of hybrid
biological labs have been conducted to show their effects on student achievement and
student motivation together. This study is significant because lab environment and student
motivation can play a major role in student achievement. This study has practical
implications and will benefit science instructors by providing greater understanding of the
experiences students might have in traditional, virtual, and hybrid biology labs. This study
will also provide a set of tools for science educators who are interested in effectively and
meaningfully evaluating the new and growing hybrid labs. The evaluation of these labs
that encourage interaction can lead to a positive learning experience for adult students as
well as add to current research that is available for hybrid labs.
7

Research Goals and Questions
This study will address the effectiveness of hybrid biology laboratories in
comparison to virtual laboratories and traditional laboratories. The goal of this study is to
examine and compare the academic achievement and motivation of collegiate students
enrolled in freshman biological hybrid, traditional, and virtual laboratories as measured
by course assignments, pre-test scores, post-test scores, and a motivation to learn biology
survey.
Three main objectives exist for this study. The first objective is to document
students’ overall grade at the end of the academic semester for delivery method
comparisons. The second objective is to document test scores at the beginning and end of
the academic semester for gain score comparisons. The third objective is to identify
students’ experiences in traditional, virtual, and hybrid labs by way of a motivation to
learn survey to give additional information of the attitudinal influences in each learning
environment. The generated data will be used to answer these research questions:
Research Question 1: How do final grade scores differ over the course of one semester
between traditional, virtual, and hybrid biology labs?
Research Question 2: How do gain scores differ from students enrolled in traditional,
virtual, and hybrid labs?
Research Question 3: How does motivation to learn biology differ over the course of the
semester between students in the traditional, virtual, and hybrid labs?
Research Question 4: Is there a relationship between environment and gain scores?
Research Question 5: Is there a relationship between environment and motivation to learn
biology?
8

Conceptual Framework
According to Soules (2000), there is a growing trend for hybrid labs. Therefore,
the future of biology education should not simply focus on just traditional education or
just virtual education, especially when considering the interaction between students and
the interaction between students and faculty members. Spilka (2002) points out that
students in a face-to-face (traditional) environment, usually wait for the instructor to
provide guidance and often have difficulty freely collaborating (Dunkle & Leite, 2004).
Blending the lab course to include a virtual component forces the student to take more
responsibility. This also encourages them to interact with each other and the content in
the absence of the instructor. The hybrid approach utilizes technology, student interaction
with one another, with the instructor, with the content, and with research-based models.
The conceptual framework for this study was based on Albert Bandura’s (1986, 2001)
social cognitive theory. The social cognitive theory states that behavior is conceptualized
from the interactions between an individual’s characteristics and the learning
environment (Albert Bandura, 1986, 2001). Therefore, factors in each learning
environment (traditional, virtual, and hybrid) will be examined to ascertain their
influence on students’ achievement and motivation in the biology lab. Factors of each
learning environment such as instructor support, active learning, and collaboration are
assumed to impact learning and motivational inputs. Therefore, these factors may give
contributions to the longer- term outcomes such as retention in science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) programs (Reece, 2015). For this study, the
components of the social cognitive theory triad by Bandura (1986) will be viewed as
motivation, the students in the General Biology I Lab course, and the chosen learning
9

environment (Figure 1). Students’ achievement and motivation to learn will be viewed as
the product of the laboratory environment and individual characteristics in this
conceptualization.
Significance of Study
The aim of this study is to provide an objective analysis of findings of the impact
of the instructional laboratory environment on student learning in a freshman general
biology laboratory course. The information acquired may help determine the feasibility of
replacing traditional and virtual labs with the new and emerging hybrid biological labs.
Overview of Methodology
This study will combine the assessments of biology students’ overall laboratory
grades, gain scores, and their motivation to learn in the learning environment via survey
questions. The beginning and end of the semester motivation to learn biology
questionnaire will be administered to determine student’s motivation or their perception
of the hybrid lab environment.
Assumptions and Delimitations
It can be assumed for this study that students in each laboratory environment will
answer the survey questions openly, honestly, and truthfully. It is also assumed that
students attending the virtual lab will independently complete all assignments and exams.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the two instruments to be used in this study will measure
content learned and their intended constructs. All pre-tests, post-tests, and completion of
course assignments are part of the course requirements. Therefore, it will be assumed by
the researcher that students will answer all questions to the best of their abilities and that
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students will complete all study components whether enrolled in the traditional, virtual,
or hybrid lab. Finally, it will be assumed that students in the virtual lab will be taking
the pre-test and post-test themselves because these will not be proctored. There is a
possibility that students enrolled in the virtual lab may answer questions thoughtlessly or
allow someone else to answer the questions for them because they will be distributed
virtually and will not be proctored.
The results of this study will be delimited to the particular students who will be
enrolled in the General Biology I Lab sections at Alcorn State University during the Fall
2019 semester. Therefore, this study may not be generalized beyond this student
population. These students will be of varying majors and not distributed equally by
gender, age, socioeconomic status, nor ethnicity. All students will be required to
complete the pre-tests and post-tests as part of lab work assignments and expected to
answer questions as precisely and thoughtfully as possible. Participants for the study will
be only those that return a signed consent form and are of at least 18 years of age.
While laboratory content will be the same in two of the lab courses,
traditional and virtual; the hybrid lab will contain less content and will reinforce
each topic twice. Finally, all pre-tests will be given at the beginning of the semester
while all post-tests will be given at the end of the semester. The ability to mark
exactly where throughout the semester, knowledge was obtained, during the specific
unit or before, will not be measurable by this study, nor will it be the goal of this
particular study.

11

Summary
Many colleges and universities have responded to increased class enrollments by
offering hybrid courses. Because internet-based learning and distance-education are no
longer novel concepts in the science discipline, many biology programs have created
laboratory courses to be taken virtual or hybrid (Hallyburton & Lunsford, 2013). With
the increase in number of colleges and universities offering hybrid courses, it is important
to conduct research on the effectiveness of these laboratory courses before a widespread
adoption occurs (Reece, 2015).
Laboratory science courses increase interest in subject matter, which has been
taught throughout lecture courses and can play a significant role in a student’s decision to
remain in STEM fields (Lunetta et al., 2007). In the science field, virtual labs can
substitute or supplement for resource intensive traditional laboratory exercises, but do not
provide direct student- instructor or peer- peer interaction. Traditional and virtual
learning environments are generally evaluated for similarities in instruction and student
performance in the classroom. However, not many studies have addressed the effect of
hybrid labs on student outcomes and achievement. Nor have they addressed students’
motivation to learn in hybrid labs.
Quantitative methodologies should be utilized to assess students’ learning outcomes and
to obtain more understanding of students’ experiences in the hybrid laboratory
environment.

12

Operational Definitions
Achievement: Learning as measured by final grade (combination of pre-tests/post-tests
scores and all assignments).
Asynchronous learning: virtual course material is available to students without regard to
day or time; can be for a limited interval (Hallyburton & Lunsford, 2013)
Extrinsic motivation: Motivation to perform an activity for an external motive or as a
means to an end (Koballa & Glynn, 2007)
Face-to-face laboratories: Also known as traditional laboratories. This environment
requires students and instructors to meet in person on a specified day and at a specified
time to complete laboratory activities (Hallyburton & Lunsford, 2013).
Goal orientation: An "individual disposition toward developing or validating one's ability
in achievement settings" (Heintz & Steele-Johnson, 2004)
Hybrid Laboratories: Also referred to as blended laboratories. This format requires a
combination of virtual and face-to-face instruction (Tayebinik & Puteh, 2012)
Intrinsic motivation: “Motivation to perform an activity for one’s own sake” (Koballa &
Glynn, 2007, Chapter 4)
Motivation: “an internal state that arouses, directs, and sustains students’ behavior”
(Koballa & Glynn, 2007, Chapter 4) 12
Motivation to learn biology: “an internal state that arouses, directs, and sustains students’
behavior” (Koballa & Glynn, 2007, Chapter 4); measured by the Biology Motivation
Questionnaire II (Glynn et al., 2011)
Motivation to learn science: “an internal state that arouses, directs, and sustains sciencelearning behavior” (Glynn et al., 2011, p. 1160)
13

Self-determination: “the ability to have choices and some degree of control in what we do
and how we do it” (Koballa & Glynn, 2007, Chapter 4)
Self-efficacy: “beliefs in one’s capabilities to organize and execute the courses of action
required to produce given attainments” (Bandura, 1997, p. 3)
Student outcomes: An expression of knowledge, skills, attitudes (Kulik, Kulik, et al.,
1980).
Traditional laboratories: Also referred to as face-to-face laboratories. “This format
requires students and teachers to meet in person at a specified time to complete laboratory
activities” (Hallyburton & Lunsford, 2013).
Virtual Laboratories: A simulation of a laboratory experiment that imitates the
experiences of a traditional lab, containing virtual tools, materials, and equipment
(Scalise et al., 2011).
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CHAPTER II – LITERATURE REVIEW
Social Cognitive Theory
This study is based on social cognitive theory, motivation to learn science theory,
and constructivist learning. The social cognitive theory states that behavior is
conceptualized from the interactions between an individual’s characteristics and the
learning environment (Bandura, 1986, 2001). Therefore, each learning environment
(traditional, virtual, and hybrid) will be examined to ascertain their influence on students’
achievement and motivational attitudes in biology lab. Attitudes can be defined as
“positive or negative feelings about a particular object or behavior” (Butler, 1990; Reece,
2015). Factors of each learning environment such as instructor support, active learning,
and collaboration are assumed to impact learning and attitudes. Therefore, these factors
may give contributions to the longer- term outcomes such as retention in science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) programs (Reece, 2015). For this
study, the components of the social cognitive theory triad by Bandura (1986) will be
viewed as attitudes and achievement, the students in the General Biology I Lab course,
and the chosen learning environment (Figure 2). Students’ achievement and motivation to
learn in the learning environments will be viewed as the product of the laboratory
environment and individual characteristics in this conceptualization.

15

Theoretical framework based on the social cognitive theory.

An individual’s scores and attitudes can influence their actions in a hybrid laboratory
environment. For example, a student with a poor attitude towards a hybrid lab
environment may also have poor attendance or participation in activities. Also, an
individual’s scores and motivation to learn biology in a hybrid environment may
influence characteristics such as course selection and academic major. Individuals’
characteristics can also affect student’s actions in a laboratory environment. For example,
a music arts major might have totally different reactions towards general biology I hybrid
lab courses in comparison to a pre-medicine major. Keep in mind that this social
16

cognitive model does not use a bidirectional arrow between the individual characteristics
and laboratory environment because the laboratory environment is not conceptually seen
as having a direct impact on individual characteristics (Reece, 2015). In conclusion, the
social cognitive theory depicts the bidirectional interaction between attitudes and the
laboratory environment, attitudes and individual characteristics, but not individual
characteristics and the laboratory environment.
The social cognitive theory has also been extensively applied by educators and
researchers interested in learning and achievement. This theory recognizes the
importance of environment on learning (Reece, 2015). Through the social cognitive
framework lens, students are thought to engage in a self- regulating system that influence
their beliefs and help develop positive cognitive and affective learning behaviors (Reece,
2015). This self- regulatory system contains five motivational constructs, (1) intrinsic
motivation, (2) extrinsic motivation, (3) goal orientation, (4) self-determination, and (5)
self-efficacy, that can contribute to a student’s motivation to learn (Schunk & Pajares,
2001).
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The motivational constructs stated earlier which are to be utilized in this study
have been recognized by numerous authors as significant contributors to students’
attitudes. Thus, motivation to learn science and accepted definitions are utilized (Koballa
& Glynn, 2007; Schunk et al., 2008; Reese 2015). For instance, it is important to identify
the differences between intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation. A student who is
intrinsically motivated may decide to perform a certain task, such as joining the biology
club, for their own personal fulfillment as opposed to joining for a reward or a grade.
Students who perform the same task specifically for the purposes of earning a grade or
reward (e.g. approval from friends or a trophy) are extrinsically motivated (Schunk et al.,
2008). The highly studied construct of motivation known as self- efficacy is thought to be the
belief that one can perform a duty or behavior successfully (Bandura, 1986). In biology, this
could be considered the belief that one has the ability to successfully perform an experiment,
master a particular concept, or ace an exam. Self-determination is considered a component
variable of motivation and can be defined as the student’s belief of the control they have over
their learning of biology (Black & Deci, 2000). Therefore, it is important to understand these
motivational constructs and their educational need in order to appreciate the various modes in
which they affect student engagement and learning, as well as how they interact with factors
such as the learning environment.
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Bandura’s (1986) social cognitive triad depicts the importance of the learning
environment on student behavior and learning. Although this construct is often ignored at the
university level; it has been identified that a student’s perception of the learning environment
may be an excellent predictor of their learning outcome in the course (Reese, 2015). When
students’ perception of a course is one that is positive, gratifying, and engaging, they are
much more likely to exhibit a positive attitude and thus improved achievement (Reese, 2015).
Because motivation is influenced by the learning environment, any type of manipulation of
the environment, such as implementing a hybrid lab, should be extensively examined.

Constructivist Learning Theory
This study also uses the constructivist learning theory, whereby learning is an
active process in which learners construct new concepts and ideas based upon their past
and current knowledge and their interaction with the environment (Brandon & All ,
2010). The constructivist theory states that knowledge is constructed by the learner,
which can occur through a variety of instructional conditions. Collaborative learning and
interaction are two methods of instruction that have been established (Dunkle & Leite,
2004). Today, self-directed opportunities are often afforded in classes with adult learners.
Exploring meaning through problem solving and experimental learning should always be
offered by educators as well as the application of content in various ways for the learner
to discover the context. There are many constructivist techniques found in hybrid courses
such as virtual discussion, simulations, participation in course goals, reflective exercises,
and self-evaluation (Dunkle & Leite, 2004). All of these techniques are critical in the
learning process while tying assessment to instruction.
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Assessment must go far beyond simply testing with adult learners. There are now
interactive virtual courses available to students. Group work can also be established
within the virtual environment of hybrid courses if the instructor establishes clear
instructions, structure, and techniques (Dunkle & Leite, 2004). When providing hybrid
lab interaction, both the dynamics and techniques in traditional and virtual components
must be considered. The instructor also has to consider students that may not feel as
comfortable and at ease with virtual components of a hybrid lab. There are some
strategies available to encourage and guide those students so that they can feel that they
have a voice during the virtual collaboration portion. Collaboration and interaction have
been shown to be effective techniques for educating adult learners (Dunkle & Leite,
2004).
Motivation to Learn Science
Motivation to learn science is another important theory in this study. We must
first define the term motivation to learn, in which the consensus is the process of
instigating and sustaining goal- directed activities (Reese, 2015; Schunk et al., 2008).
Within higher education, educators are often interested in students’ motivation to learn,
which is the continuance of goal-oriented performance in order to gain skills and
knowledge (Schunk et al., 2008; Reese, 2015). These skills and knowledge can then be
extended to student learning of biology content and skills. Some scholars, such as Fortus
& Vedder-Weiss, 2014 have stated that motivation to learn science is often considered to
be synonymous with and conceptualized as attitudes toward science or students’ interest
in science (Reese, 2015). For this reason, in this particular study, motivation to learn
science will be considered as attitudes towards biology labs. Four separate themes have
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developed from research on students’ motivation to learn biology and these themes will
be reviewed here. Theme one is the methodological approach. Theme two is the
motivation to learn biology across various populations. Theme three is the learning
environment and its influences. Theme four is the theoretical approach.
Methodological Approach to Motivation to Learn Science
There have been two methodological approaches identified in regard to
motivation to learn biology. The first approach is utilization on a new intervention in
teaching biology. This intervention may be a new instructional method or environment
and their effects on students’ motivation or attitudes. The second approach is the
correlation of students’ motivation to learn biology with variables such as achievement
and learning environment by way of a self-reported instrument. Examples of these
instruments include the Science Motivation Questionnaire II (Glynn et al., 2011), the
Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (Liu et al., 2011), and the Students’ Adaptive Learning
Engagement in Science Questionnaire (Velayutham et al., 2011).
A case study by Lee and Brophy (1996) has been used to identify various types of
motivation, with categories spanning from intrinsically motivated to learn biology to
poorly motivated to learn biology within a sixth grade science course. These researchers
could make a distinction between motivation to learn biology and intrinsic motivation.
They showed evidence that intrinsic motivation is directed towards completing specific
task rather than having a general outlook towards a subject area.
Motivation to Learn Science Across Various Populations
Various studies on student populations provide important background when examining
motivation to learn biology. Science educators might benefit from being concerned about
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student’ motivation and attitudes to learn biology. However, motivation is often
overlooked within higher education. There is a substantial amount of research on
students’ motivation to learn biology in high school (Britner, 2008; Bryan et al., 2011;
DeBacker & Nelson, 2000; Nolen, 2003; Nolen & Haladyna, 1990; Stake & Mares, 2005;
Velayutham et al., 2012; Velayutham & Aldridge, 2012; Wang & Reeves, 2006; Zeyer &
Wolf, 2010). However, there are not many studies of motivation to learn biology on the
collegiate level. Glynn et al. (2007) examined the relationships between motivation to
learn science, science achievement, and students’ beliefs in the importance of science to
their career, in non-science majors in an introductory science course (Reese, 2015). They
found that motivation influenced achievement. Likewise, students’ belief in the
importance of science to their career influenced their motivation.
Two studies by Glynn et al. (2011) and Glynn, Taasoobshirazi, & Brickman
(2009) were piloted to confirm a survey instrument for assessing students’ motivation to
learn science. The instrument developed by Glynn et al. (2009) revealed that college
students’ motivation to learn science had a direct relationship to their high school GPA
and preparation in science courses. Another study, using a revised version of the same
questionnaire, found that students majoring in science had higher motivation than nonscience majors. They also found that self-efficacy had a strong relationship with
students’ science course GPAs (Glynn et al., 2011). The information provided by these
studies are very beneficial towards biology learning. However, studies on new learning
environments and novel technologies would be more beneficial.
We have seen from various studies on K-12 populations that elementary students
often times have a positive attitude toward learning science and a higher motivation to
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learn science. However, there is a decline in motivation and attitudes in middle school
and even more of a decline in high school (Butler, 1999; Meece, Glienke, & Burg, 2006;
Osborne et al., 2003; Reece, 2005). Several scholars argue that declining motivation is
not always the case and that the decline in motivation to learn science may be due to
differences in the learning environment when transitioning from elementary to middle
school (Anderman & Young, 1994; Meece, Anderman, et al., 2006; Vedder-Weiss &
Fortus, 2011, 2012). Therefore, we need a more in depth understanding of the various
factors in the learning environment that are deemed most influential in learning
biological concepts.
The Learning Environment and Its Influences
The learning environment that students experience can be strongly influential on
student outcomes (Fraser, 2012). It has been reported that students display positive
perceptions of science in general, but report negative perceptions of learning science in
school (Osborne & Collins, 2001; Osborne et al., 2003). Meece et al. (2006) reported
that differences across classrooms account for more than 35% of the differences in
students’ goal orientations. One study by Meece and Jones (1996) showed that smallgroup work may increase student confidence, motivation, and time spent on one task
compared to large-class work (Reece, 2005). The number of interactions between
student and student, student and science instructor, student cohesiveness, teaching
strategies, teacher support, and perception of the content topic, have all been exhibited
to be influential on students’ perception of their science learning environment. The
various cultures in schools have also been shown to be influential on students’
motivation to learn science based on goals to be mastered throughout the course and
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students’ sense of autonomy (Vedder-Weiss & Fortus, 2011, 2012; Reese, 2015). These
studies reveal that the learning environment and their different characteristics such as
instructional techniques and school culture can be very influential on students’
motivation to learn biology.
Motivation to Learn Science: The Theoretical Approach
Researchers and scholars have applied various theories in their investigations into
students’ motivation to learn science. Motivation to learn science focuses on only three
theoretical approaches: (a) achievement goal theory, (b) self-determination theory, and
(c) social cognitive theory. A description of each approach and relevant findings from
the research are provided.
The achievement goal theory looks to explain students’ motivation to learn
biology in relation to their goal orientation: either performance goals orientation or
mastery goals orientation (Meece, Anderman et al., 2006). Anderman and Young (1994)
revealed that students who value science and presented high science self-efficacy were
more likely to be mastery focused, while students who were focused on performance
tended to not focus on mastering material. Also, it was shown that instructional
techniques that put more emphasis on students’ performance in science may result in
students being less mastery goal oriented (Reese, 2015). Vedder-Weiss and Fortus (2013)
showed that students who desire a competency in biology as opposed to a good grade are
more likely to participate in science learning activities in school and out of school. This is
a major indicator of their motivation to learn science. These studies conclude that
instructional techniques that promote a competitive classroom environment where
student performance is emphasized instead of content mastery can be disadvantageous to
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increasing students’ motivation to learn biology. For instance, a standard college biology
course with only three or four exams, may unintentionally be emphasizing performance
goals over mastery goals; therefore, effecting students’ motivation to learn science.
Another theory applied to research on motivation in science education is the selfdetermination theory. This theory proposes that motivated behaviors differ in the degree
to which they are autonomous or controlled (Deci, Vallerand, Pelletier, & Ryan, 1991;
Pintrich, 2003). Individuals with autonomous behaviors carry out their own desires and
are considered to be intrinsically motivated. Extrinsically motivated individuals are
considered to have controlled behaviors, seem to operate from an external source, and
are habitually dependent on the social environment. The self-determination theory has
been applied to an investigation of students’ self-regulation and their perceptions of
autonomy support by their instructors. Results revealed that students enrolled in a
college-level organic chemistry course based on their own autonomous reasons had
higher interest, higher perceived competence, and lower anxiety about the course and
grade-focused performance goals (Reese, 2015). Therefore, it is very important for
biology educators to utilize instructional techniques that promote students’ sense of
autonomy and their ability to make choices for purposes of increasing science selfefficacy and intrinsic motivation to learn biology.
The social cognitive theory has also been applied to motivational research. In this
theory, behavior is seen as the product of an individual’s characteristics, and attitudes
interacting with characteristics of the learning environment (Bandura, 1986, 2001). A
study conducted on non-science majors in an introductory biology course found that
motivation to learn science had a direct influence on student achievement in the course.
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It was also found that motivation was influenced by whether or not students believed
science to be relevant to their career (Glynn et al., 2007). A similar study of high school
students in an introductory science course found that self-efficacy, a contributing factor
to motivation, had the most influence on student achievement (Bryan et al., 2011).
Certain aspects of the course such as inspiring teachers, career goals, and collaborative
learning activities were identified from student interviews and essays as promoting
motivation to learn science. Findings from these studies express the importance of
making science concepts relevant to students and the need for social interactions between
students and students and instructors in the classroom environment (Reece, 2005).
The three theoretical frameworks described above focus on the many ways that science
educators and researchers approach investigations into students’ motivation to learn
science. Some of these approaches overlap each other. Examples include the importance
of the classroom environment and various instructional techniques that promote student
directed learning. In conclusion, this information can be useful in advising science
educators on ways to increase students’ motivation and thus foster success in science.
Significance of the Science Laboratory in Education
Many educators argue that the science laboratory is where meaningful
connections to the content provided in science lecture courses are made (DeBoer, 1991).
The lab also encourages scientific habits (Reese, 2015). Research has shown that the lab
may influence students’ attitudes as well as develop and enhance collaboration and
communication skills (Lunetta et al., 2007). The science laboratory has been a central
component of science education for more than 208 years in the United States (Lunetta et
al., 2007). The Committee of Ten advocated strongly for the use of the science laboratory
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in 1893. The committee consisted of a group of educators that recommended the
standardization of American high school curriculum. The committee recommended
“double periods for laboratory instruction, Saturday morning laboratory exercises, and
one afternoon per week to be set aside for out-of-door instruction in geography, botany,
zoology, and geology” (DeBoer, 1991 pg. 49).
Although the nature of the benefits and purpose of science laboratory instruction
and education have not changed, there have been technological advances made in respect
to laboratory environments. Some biology laboratories have moved towards distance
education. Some biology lab courses recommend mailing science kits for students to
complete laboratory materials and activities in their own home (Hallyburton & Lunsford,
2013; Johnson, 2002). Advancements in today’s technology have allowed virtual
laboratories and computer simulations to rapidly become a regular component of the
science laboratory environment.
Virtual and Hybrid Lab Research
Virtual laboratories are a fairly new phenomenon in biology education, and as
such this has necessitated a detailed examination for their value in regard to the teaching
and learning of biology. Earlier reviews on this topic have illustrated the many benefits
and potential disadvantages of traditional and virtual labs (de Jong, Linn, & Zacharia,
2013).
Scheckler (2003) stressed that both computer-enhanced activities and traditional
labs should be included in laboratory exercises and that reliance on only one or the other
is inappropriate. He also stressed that totally virtual labs are not very helpful, but the
combination of both computer mediated and face-to-face types of activities promote
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content retention, that hands-on labs are a very special type of engaged learning, and that
we need both computer-enhanced activities for exposure to the activities that evade the
time and space context of the lab.
Son, Narguizian, Beltz, and Desharnais (2016) examined the impact on learning,
attitudes, and costs in a redesigned general education undergraduate biology course that
implemented web-based virtual labs to replace traditional labs. The authors designed
these non-major labs (traditional, virtual/assisted, virtual/ hybrid) and included engaging
inquiry-based exercises and activities. Results showed that students in the virtual/hybrid
lab group achieved significantly higher grades compared to the other lab groups.
Tayebinik and Puteh (2012) addressed the debate over e-learning and blended
learning. Thier aim was to investigate the advantages of blended learning over virtual
instruction through reviews of related literature. Their study described the various names
synonymous with blended learning and also addressed the advantages of blended
learning. They concluded that blended learning was superior to e-learning.
Braid (2016) examined the hybrid format for teaching within higher education.
She discussed how research into the potential for the hybrid format was new and
fragmented. She reviewed adult education theories such as the andragogy model, the
transformative learning model, the self-directed learning model, and the experiential
learning model to identify the tools and principles for teaching adults. She reviewed how
these adult education theories can be applied to course design in higher education
programs. She also reviewed structural design choices that influence teacher-to-student
communication and overall classroom dynamics. Incorporation of these theories into
hybrid courses could improve how we teach adults in higher education.
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Riggins (2014) wanted to determine whether there were differences in student
perceptions of transactional distance, approaches to learning, and student learning
outcomes in virtual versus face-to-face community college introductory biology courses.
Riggins uses Moore’s transactional distance theory (1980) as her theoretical framework
and used conceptual frameworks of both Moore and approach to learning. Results
showed that transactional distance did affect the participants’ desires for deep learning
approaches and overall, virtual and face-to-face course experiences and outcomes seemed
similar.
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CHAPTER III - RESEARCH METHODS AND METHODOLOGY
This section explains the procedures that were employed in locating participants,
describing the setting, combining study information, and quantifying study outcomes.
The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of lab environment on gain scores,
learning outcomes, and motivation to learn when comparing traditional, virtual, and
hybrid biology lab students. In this study, the overarching research question was, “Do
gain scores, overall scores, and motivation to learn between student populations differ”?
This study was constructed by data acquired during the time span of one academic
semester (Fall 2019).
Learning Environments
Learning environments are considered to be a specific setting in which learning
takes place (Dennis, El-Gayar, & Zhou, 2002). This research study occurred in the
“General Biology I laboratory” course (BI 112L) at Alcorn State University, a
Historically Black University, during the fall 2019 semester. This laboratory course is
considered a foundational course required for several majors including biology, preprofessional, nursing, science education, athletic training etc. and the course is usually
filled to maximum capacity. Three laboratory sections of BI 112L were offered in Fall
2019. Based on Cohens power, a minimum of 34 students was enrolled in each section.
The three sections had the same instructor as an effort to increase internal validity of the
experiment. One of the three lecture section’s affiliated lab sessions was chosen as the
treatment group (hybrid lab), while the other two lecture sections and their affiliated labs
served as the control groups (traditional and virtual lab). Students had prior knowledge of
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hybrid implementation prior to registration, and once all three sections were filled
to maximum capacity, there was little chance of switching between lab sections.
Students were provided with laboratory schedules during the first week of class,
which stated the lab topics and instructional method (traditional, virtual, or hybrid). After
the first week of class, students enrolled in the traditional lab met face-to-face each lab
session for the remainder of the semester. Students enrolled in the virtual lab completed
lab assignments in a virtual format along with course assessments consisting of quizzes
and exams. Each virtual lab exercise was available to students for an entire week. The
students enrolled in hybrid labs had to alternate between traditional and virtual labs each
lab session, meeting face-to-face one lab session and virtual the next session.
Assessments were given in a virtual and face-to-face format and the virtual exercises
were available to students for an entire week.
Table 1 Comparison of traditional, virtual, and hybrid laboratory environments
Characteristic

Traditional
Laboratory

Virtual
Laboratory

Hybrid
Laboratory

Ability to redo
lab activities
Collaboration

No

Yes

Both

Group Work

No Group work

Some group work

Convenience

Must attend
scheduled lab section

Both

Hardware
Required
Instructional
Assistance
Preparation
Required

Closed toe shoes and
lab coats
Provided by instructor

Seven day
window to
complete
assignment
Access to
computer
Limited help

Pre- lab set up.
Students should read
handouts before class
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Both
Both

No pre-lab setup Both

Table 1 Continued Comparison of traditional, virtual, and hybrid laboratory
environments
Software
Required

No

Yes

Yes

Summative
Assesment
Time
allowance for
lab Activities

Post exams Handouts

Post exams
Handouts
1 week

Post exams
Handouts
Both

1 hour 50
minutes

For this study, the independent variable was the lab environment (traditional,
virtual, hybrid). The students were provided with a lab schedule for each accompanying
lab during the first week of school. This schedule was accompanied by the laboratory
syllabus and provided the lab topic and instructional mode to be taken each week
(Appendix A). After the first day of lab, the students enrolled in the traditional lab
continued to attend the physical lab course each week for the remainder of the semester,
while the students enrolled in the virtual lab continued to attend the virtual lab each week
for the remainder of the semester. However, students enrolled in the hybrid lab course
had to alternate between physical and virtual labs every lab session for the remainder of
the semester. Each virtual lab assignment was available to students for one week; the
duration of Monday- Sunday. A more in-depth depiction of the three lab environments is
provided in Table 1.
Traditional Lab Environment
The traditional labs met for one hour and fifty minutes each lab session, which is
considered typical of most biology lab courses at Alcorn State University. The minimum
class size was 34 students as suggested by Cohen’s power. Each lab section was led by
the instructor. Each lab section began with a brief introduction to the topic along with
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brief instructions. The instructor walked throughout the room to assist students and
provided feedback during lab sessions as needed. Students worked in groups of four to
complete the assigned activity for that week. Written instructions were provided weekly
in the form of a handout that students were able to access virtually through canvas, print,
and bring to class. The instructor also had printed handouts for students that failed to
bring pre-printed handouts. Students were graded based on completion of handouts
and/or quizzes.
Typically, a laboratory in the Department of Biological Sciences at Alcorn State
University, consists of four laboratory benches that seats eight students, with sinks
embedded in each bench (Figure 3). Another bench is located at the front of the lab and
serves as a teaching area for the instructor. A dry erase board and projection screen sits
behind the teaching bench. One wall of the class room contains cabinets with
microscopes and storage cabinets are situated in various areas of the remainder of the
lab. Fume hoods are set in the rear of the room.

Blueprint of a typical biology lab at Alcorn State University
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Virtual Lab Environment
Students in the virtual lab sessions met asynchronously virtually the first- second
week of the semester to review the lab orientation material, class syllabus, schedule, and
for students to complete the lab course pre-test. Students were instructed to complete
each virtual lab assignment during the week noted in the virtual schedule. Students had a
seven-day period to complete each assignment at their own convenience and was given
the opportunity to complete activities independently. Unlike the traditional lab, students
had the opportunity to complete each virtual section as often as they would like within
the seven day period. Although students were able to retake sessions, this did not
negatively impact their laboratory grades. Thus, scores were only assessed through
virtual activities and exams, similar to the traditional lab course.
Although the traditional laboratory environment was one that is typical of most
biology labs in higher education (group work, on-site assistance, laboratory benches,
scheduled meeting times); the virtual biology lab was a bit different. McGraw-Hill
Higher Education LearnSmart (McGraw-Hill Higher Education, New York, NY) is a
learning system that is adaptive and includes biology labs. This software provided
realistic simulated laboratory environments in which students could perform experiments,
collect data, analyze data, and form conclusions (McGraw-Hill Higher Education, New
York, NY). Generally, before the student began the lab simulation, they must have
mastered core concepts pertaining to the specific experiment through a virtual question
and answer session. These questions were presented in multiple formats consisting of
true/false, fill in the blank, multiple choice, matching, and multiple answer (McGraw-Hill
Higher Education, New York, NY). (Figure 4)
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Example of a photosynthesis virtual lab question
If an incorrect answer was chosen, the LearnSmart Lab would redirect the student
back for remediation to materials such as videos, diagrams, or text. Each question asked
the student to rate their level of confidence for the answer chosen (I know it, Think so,
Unsure, and No idea) The questions chosen were dependent on the students’ mastery of
the previous question. Once the lab material had been mastered by the student, they were
free to proceed to the lab simulation. Lab simulations usually began with the student
being asked to make a hypothesis before continuing (Figure 5).

Example of a pH virtual lab hypothesis prediction
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The virtual lab environment allowed students to manipulate lab equipment
virtually such as microscopes, pH meters, record data, and draw conclusions just as one
would in a physical laboratory notebook. Like a traditional lab, a virtual assistant
explained instructions on how to complete the lab, explained the various lab equipment,
and notified the student if their data was collected correctly. Unlike the traditional lab,
students did not have the advantage of asking questions or receiving face-to-face help
exactly when needed. Nor did they have the opportunity to interact or collaborate with
other students in the virtual laboratory environment (Figure 6).

Example of a pH Virtual Lab Simulation
Hybrid Lab Environment
The hybrid lab sections met face-to-face the first week of the semester to review
the class syllabus, schedule, and for students to complete the course pre-test. Students
only attended lab every other week and was instructed to complete each virtual lab
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session virtually during the appointed weeks and meet face-to-face during the appointed
weeks. Similar to the virtual lab course, students had a seven day period to complete the
virtual assignments during the appropriate weeks. Each virtual assignment could have
been taken as often as the student would have liked. Face-to-face sessions were to be
completed every other week within the one hour and fifty minute time frame. During the
weeks that students met face-to-face, sessions were led by the instructor. Similar to the
traditional lab course, each session began with an introduction to the topic along with
instructions. Written instructions were printed out by students prior to each face-to-face
lab session. The instructor navigated throughout the room, assisting students and
providing feedback. The hybrid lab was designed to cover fewer topics in more depth
than the traditional and virtual lab, because the hybrid section had the opportunity to
conduct experiments individually and in groups (Son, Narguizian, Beltz, & Desharnais,
2016). The students had less content and had the opportunity to reinforce each topic.
Students worked in groups of fours and lab quizzes were given every two weeks to access
student’s learning of the materials covered.
Instrument
The researcher asked faculty at Alcorn State University’s Department of
Biological Sciences to suggest some concepts that were difficult for students to grasp
based on their experience from student performances. Upon those suggestions, the
researcher developed a biological program for implementation for each of the three
laboratory courses (traditional, virtual, & hybrid). Additionally, a pre-test assessment
comprised of twenty questions (four option multiple choices) of several types was
formulated. To ensure an effective instrument, a test for reliability was conducted.
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Participants consisted of students enrolled in a kinesiology course during the
spring 2019 academic semester. Because the pre-test was multiple choice, the researcher
used the Kuder-Richardson 20 (KR20) test and a pilot of 31 participants to test for
reliability. SPSS statistics was used to measure the test reliability for internal consistency.
An alpha value of 0.695 was determined. These results indicated that the instrument’s
quality was fair. Anything less than .67 would be considered poor, while anything greater
than .94 is considered to be excellent (Mohamad, Sulaiman, Sern, & Salleh, 2015). To
satisfy face validity, a biology professor serving on the researcher’s dissertation
committee reviewed test questions. Students were also asked open-ended questions about
the test, such as “Were there any test items that were confusing?” and “Did you
understand what the choices meant?” followed with “If so, which item/ or which
words/choices, etc.” After completion of the laboratory courses, students were retested on
the same conceptual items from the pre-test. The post-test was identical to the pre-test,
but students did not know this to be the case while completing the pre-test.
A questionnaire was distributed to the students at two points during the semester.
The first questionnaire was administered during the first week of the lab class. The
Biology Motivation Questionnaire II © (BMQ-II; Glynn et al., 2011) was used to
measure students’ motivation to learn biology at the beginning and end of the semester
(Appendix D). The instrument consisted of 25 items on a 5-point rating scale of
frequency (1 = never, 5 = always). The possible score range for the instrument was 25 –
125 with higher scores specifying greater motivation to learn biology. The beginning-ofsemester survey collected participants’ demographic information (Appendix C) and
assessed their initial motivation to learn biology.
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Populations and Participants
The accessible population for this study was college students recruited from the
freshman biology class enrolled in the undergraduate Biological Sciences Program at
Alcorn State University. These students were enrolled in one of three general biological
laboratory sections based on their class schedule chosen during registration; therefore,
students were not assigned randomly. Some of these students were skilled in biology to a
certain degree and may have proven to be successful in the traditional biology lecture
course. However, these students may have had little to no experience in the hybrid lab
environment, as Alcorn State University is just beginning to expand technologicallyenhanced opportunities in biology. These students were adult learners that varied in
gender, ethnicity, age, socioeconomic status, and academic abilities. Due to these
characteristics, we are be able to draw conclusions and analysis that are representative of
the population for this research.
Students had prior knowledge of implementation of traditional, virtual or hybrid
labs when registering for the course. Each lab group, with the exception of the virtual lab
initially met with the instructor at the beginning of the course in a traditional face-to-face
setting. During this time, students were made aware that participation in the study was
voluntary, but completion of all course work was required for completion of the course.
Students enrolled in the virtual lab attended an asynchronous orientation through the
Canvas system at the beginning of the course, at which point they were made aware that
participation in the study was voluntary, but completion of all course work was required
for completion of the course.
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Procedure
A hybrid biological laboratory program was developed by faculty members from
Alcorn State University’s Department of Biological Sciences. During the registration
process, students (n= ~102) enrolled in general biology I lecture courses were divided
into the three groups, each receiving one of the three learning lab experiences.
Participation in the study was voluntary. Quantitative data was collected through lab
assignments, test scores at the beginning and end of the academic semester, and
motivation to learn survey at the beginning and end of the academic semester. Students
were able to earn up to 1000 points throughout the semester.
All participants were given a written pre-test and motivation to learn survey in the
beginning of the academic semester to test their current motivation and knowledge of
biological concepts. Each group of participants then underwent the appropriate laboratory
intervention over the course of fifteen weeks. Students in the traditional labs completed
all experiments face-to-face, students in virtual labs completed all experiments virtually,
and students in hybrid labs completed some experiments virtually and some experiments
face-to-face.
Informed Consent
The instructor informed the students in all three laboratory sections about the
research study, and an informed consent was collected from all students prior to the
beginning of the study. The IRB approved informed consent was given to lab students
with an accompanying overview of the project (Appendix B). The informed consent
document was also uploaded to Canvas by the instructor. The researcher informed the
students that each and every record from the study would remain confidential with regard
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to their privacy. The participants were also informed that the researcher would keep class
records in a file and on a personal computer for five years and then destroy them. No
information is publicly assessable that can identify the students as participants. To opt out
of participation in the research study, students would have had to contact the principle
investigator by an email notification. Student age was a self reported demographic
variable collected from the beginning of semester survey. Anyone under the age of 18
was excluded from the data analysis due to lack of parental consent.
Data Analysis
The five research questions that were analyzed during this study was answered by
various forms of data (Table 2). Student responses to the beginning and end of course
questionnaires were combined through utilization of a student provided identifier, their
A# (Alcorn Number). Data from participants who did not complete both the beginning
and end of semester questionnaires was excluded from further statistical analyses. Data
screening was performed before environment comparison and missing values were
searched for within the dataset. Any participant failing to answer more than 90% of the
items on the combined questionnaires, were removed from further data analyses. A linear
trend value from the survey was used to replaced randomly scattered missing values.
The analysis began by describing the effects of lab environment on student
achievement which was measured by final laboratory scores. The average score from
each section was recorded and compared. All quantitative statistical analysis was
performed using IBM SPSS Statistics. To compare the final lab scores of the traditional,
virtual, and hybrid delivery methods, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
applied. The final measure of the effect of lab environment on achievement was found by
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calculating effect size d. To compare the differences between gain scores in the
traditional, virtual, and hybrid delivery methods, a mixed factorial ANOVA was applied.
The final measure of the effect of lab environment on gain score was found by
calculating effect size d. The group comparisons for motivation to learn biology were
then examined. For this study, the biology laboratory effect on change in motivation will
be measured by running a mixed factorial ANOVA.
Table 2 Sources of data for each research question
Research Question
1. How do learning outcomes differ over the
course of one semester between
traditional, virtual, and hybrid biology
labs.

Primary Data Source
Pre- Test Scores
Post-test Scores
Lab assignments

2. How do gain scores differ from students
enrolled in traditional, hybrid and virtual
labs?

Pre-test Scores
Post-test Scores

3. How does motivation to learn biology
differ over the course of the semester
between students in the traditional, virtual,
and hybrid lab.

Biology Motivation
Questionnaire II©

4. Is there a relationship between
environment and gain scores?

Pre-test Scores
Post-test Scores

5. Is there a relationship between
environment and motivation to learn
biology?
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Biology Motivation
Questionnaire II©

Summary
This study was conducted in the General Biology I laboratory section at Alcorn
State University. Students (n= 102) were divided into three laboratory environments
(traditional, virtual, or hybrid) A pre-test and survey was given to each participant in a
face-to-face format at the beginning of the semester, with the exception of students
enrolled in the virtual lab, whom completed their pre-test and survey virtually. Post-tests
and a survey were administered at the end of the semester to assess student learning
outcomes and motivation to learn biology in each lab environment.
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CHAPTER IV – RESULTS
The purpose of this study was to examine and compare the academic achievement
and motivation of collegiate students enrolled in freshman biological hybrid, traditional,
and virtual laboratories as measured by course assignments, pre-test scores, post-test
scores, and a motivation to learn biology survey. Three main objectives exist for this
study. The first objective was to document students’ overall scores at the end of the
academic semester for delivery method comparisons. The second objective was to
document test scores at the beginning and end of the academic semester for gain score
comparisons. The third objective was to identify students’ experiences in traditional,
virtual, and hybrid labs by way of a motivation to learn survey to give additional
information of the attitudinal influences in each learning environment. The generated data
was used to answer these research questions:
Research Question 1: How do final grade scores differ over the course of one semester
between traditional, virtual, and hybrid biology labs?
Research Question 2: How do gain scores differ from students enrolled in traditional,
virtual, and hybrid labs?
Research Question 3: How does motivation to learn biology differ over the course of the
semester between students in the traditional, virtual, and hybrid labs?
Research Question 4: Is there a relationship between environment and gain scores?
Research Question 5: Is there a relationship between environment and motivation to learn
biology?
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Tables 3, 4, and 5 show descriptives for each of the groups’ pre and post-test scores,
motivation to learn biology scores, and overall lab grade respectively. There were 34
participants in each group whom complete the pre and post tests and pre and post
motivation to learn biology, for a total of 102 participants.

Table 3 Pre-Test and Post-Test Descriptives
N
Pre-Test

Post-Test

1
2
3
Total
1
2
3
Total

34
34
34
102
34
34
34
102

Mean
34.85
40.00
39.41
38.09
85.44
87.65
87.79
86.96

Minimum
20
15
20
15
70
75
75
70

Maximum
60
75
70
75
100
100
100
100

The traditional lab environment, virtual lab environment, and hybrid lab environment is represented by 1, 2, and 3 respectively.

Table 4 Pre and Post-motivation to Learn Biology Descriptives
N
Pre-Motivation

Minimum

Maximum

1

34

112.47

92

125

2

34

108.68

73

125

3

34

112.00

75

125

102

111.05

73

125

1

34

116.91

100

125

2

34

113.68

80

125

3

34

114.56

80

125

102

115.05

80

125

Total
Post-Motivation

Mean

Total

The traditional lab environment, virtual lab environment, and hybrid lab environment is represented by 1, 2, and 3 respectively.
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Table 5 Descriptive Statistics for Final Grade Data
Descriptives
Grade
95% Confidence Interval for Mean
N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Std. Error

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

Minimum

Maximum

1

34

91.82

8.207

1.408

88.96

94.69

75

100

2

34

95.32

6.577

1.128

93.03

97.62

75

100

3

34

90.88

8.183

1.403

88.03

93.74

74

100

102

92.68

7.855

.778

91.13

94.22

74

100

Total

The traditional lab environment, virtual lab environment, and hybrid lab environment is represented by 1, 2, and 3 respectively.

Learning Outcomes
The first research question sought to answer how learning outcomes differed over
the course of one semester between traditional, virtual, and hybrid biology labs. Table 5
shows the table of descriptive statistics for the final grade data. The first thing to notice is
that there were 34 participants in each of the 3 lab environments. The overall lab score
average for students in the traditional, virtual, and hybrid environment was 91.82, 95.32,
and 90.88 respectively. We were also given confidence intervals for the means.
Assuming the sample was one of the 95% that contains the true value, then the true value
of the mean for the traditional, virtual, and hybrid group was between 88.96 and 94.69;
93.03 and 97.6; and 88.03 and 93.74 respectively.
Levene’s test of equality was used to test whether the variances of the three lab
environments are significantly different. Levene’s test was not significant with F (2,99) =
.70, p = .49. This would mean that we have not violated the assumption of homogeneity
of variance and values are homogenous with roughly equal variances.
An ANOVA was used and divided into between groups effects and within group
effects. We used a value of .05 as a criterion for statistical significance. Hence, because
the observed significance value was less than .05 we can assume that there was a
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significant effect of environment, F (2,99) = 3.14, p = .047. A post hoc test was carried
out to compare all groups with each other. The results of this analysis can be found in
Table 6. We viewed Tukeys’ test because we did not violate Levene’s. The traditional
group was compared to the virtual group and revealed a non- significant difference, p =
.15. The traditional group was compared to the hybrid group and revealed a nonsignificant difference, p = .86. Likewise, the virtual group was compared to the hybrid
group and revealed a significant difference, p = .04. These differences can be seen in
Figure 7.
Table 6 Output for Post Hoc Test
Multiple Comparisons
Dependent Variable: Grade
(I)

(J)

Std.

Environment Environment Mean Difference (I-J)
Tukey HSD

1

2

3

Games- Howell 1

2

3

Error

Sig.

95% Confidence
Interval

2

-3.500

1.866

.151

-7.94

.94

3

.941

1.866

.869

-3.50

5.38

1

3.500

1.866

.151

-.94

7.94

3

*

1.866

.049

.00

8.88

1

-.941

1.866

.869

-5.38

3.50

2

-4.441

*

1.866

.049

-8.88

.00

2

-3.500

1.804

.136

-7.83

.83

3

.941

1.988

.884

-3.82

5.71

1

3.500

1.804

.136

-.83

7.83

3

*

1.800

.043

.12

8.76

1

-.941

1.988

.884

-5.71

3.82

2

*

1.800

.043

-8.76

-.12

4.441

4.441

-4.441

*The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. The traditional lab environment, virtual lab environment, and hybrid lab
environment is represented by 1, 2, and 3 respectively.
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The traditional lab environment, virtual lab environment, and hybrid lab environment is represented by 1, 2, and 3 respectively.

Overall grade based on laboratory environment. There were significant
differences found between the virtual and hybrid environment.
Gain Scores
Research question 2 addressed how gain scores differed from students enrolled in
traditional, hybrid and virtual labs. A mixed methods ANOVA was performed. Table 7
shows descriptive statistics for two different conditions based on environment. The data
indicated that 102 students completed both the pre-test and post-test. These students were
equally divided by environment, with 34 participants in each lab.
Students in the online lab had a higher test score in the beginning of the semester,
with a mean score of 40. The hybrid lab and virtual lab followed with a mean pre-test
score of 39.41 and 34.85 respectively. Students in the hybrid lab had a higher test score at
the end of the semester, with a mean score of 87.79. The online and traditional lab
followed with a mean post-test score of 87.65 and 85.44 respectively.
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Within Subject Effect
Research question 4 addressed whether there was a relationship between
environment and gain scores. A repeated measure with corrected F values from
Greenhouse- Geisser was used for Time and Time/Environment interaction as it is more
conservative than sphericity assumed. There was a significant effect for time F (1,99) =
1436.87, p = <.001. The data indicates that students tended to score higher on the test
over the course of the semester. However, environment did not seem to significantly
interact with the times that the tests were given F (2, 99) = .470, p = .627. This can be
seen in Figure 8 and tells us that the gain scores for pre-test and post-test across different
levels of environment was relatively the same.
Levene’s Test of homogeneity of variance for all combinations of levels of
repeated measures variables was utilized. Both significant values are homogenous with
roughly equal variances, meaning that homogeneity of variance was not violated for pretest and post-test, F (2,99) = 2.84, p =.06 and F (2,99) = .067, p= .93 respectively.
Table 7 Test and Environment Interaction Statistics
Descriptive Statistics
Environment
Pre test

Post test

Mean

Std. Deviation

N

Hybrid

39.41

13.244

34

Online

40.00

16.560

34

Traditional

34.85

11.314

34

Total

38.09

13.931

102

Hybrid

87.79

9.061

34

Online

87.65

8.896

34

Traditional

85.44

9.721

34

Total

86.96

9.205

102
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Pre-test and post-test are represented by 1 and 2 respectively.

Gain Scores Interaction with Environment
Main Effect of Environment
Mean gain scores across lab environment for traditional, virtual, and hybrid lab
were 60.14, 63.82, and 63.60 respectively (Table 8). As for the main effect for
environment, there was no significant difference found with F (2,99) = 1.49, p = .229.
This means that if we ignore the times variable in which all tests were given, mean gain
scores for traditional, virtual, and hybrid participants would be roughly similar.
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Table 8 Test Gain Scores
95% Confidence Interval
Environment

Mean

Std. Error

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

Hybrid

63.603

1.685

60.260

66.946

Online

63.824

1.685

60.481

67.167

Traditional

60.147

1.685

56.804

63.490

Motivation
Research Question 3 answered how motivation to learn biology differed over the
course of the semester between students in the traditional, virtual, and hybrid lab. The
Biology Motivation Questionnaire II © (BMQ-II; Glynn et al., 2011) is a questionnaire that
measures participants’ motivation to learn biology (Appendix D). This instrument consists of
25 items on a 5-point rating scale of frequency (1 = never, 5 = always). Table 12 provides a
brief summary and range of the subscales of the questionnaire. The possible score range for
the questionnaire is 25 – 125 with higher scores indicating greater motivation to learn
biology. The score range was divided into three groups: highly motivated students (125-101),
moderately motivated students (100-75), and low motivated students (74<). The mean
motivation score for all 3 environments was greater than 101, meaning students were highly
motivated overall. Table 11 shows that majority (n = 88) of the 102 students scored in the
highly motivated range, while 13.7% (n = 14) were moderately motivated, and 0% (n = 0) had
poor motivation to learn biology. The traditional laboratory group had 94.1% highly
motivated learners, 5.9 % moderately motivated learners, and 0% poorly motivated learners.
The virtual laboratory group had 76.5% highly motivated learners, 23.5% moderately motivated
learners, and 0% low motivated learners. The hybrid laboratory group had 88.2% highly
motivated learners, 11.8% moderately motivated learners, and 0% poorly motivated learners.
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Table 9 shows descriptive statistics for two different conditions based on
environment. The data indicated that 102 students completed both the pre-motivation and
post-motivation to learn biology survey. These students were equally divided by
environment, with 34 participants enrolled in each lab environment. Students in the
traditional lab had a higher motivation to learn biology in the beginning of the semester,
with a mean score of 112.47. The hybrid lab and virtual lab followed with a mean premotivation of 112.00 and 108.68 respectively. Similarly, students in the traditional lab
had a higher motivation to learn biology at the end of the semester, with a mean score of
116.91. The hybrid and virtual lab followed with a mean motivation to learn biology
score of 114.56 and 113.68 respectively.
Within Subject Effect
The final research question asked if there was a relationship between
environment and motivation to learn biology. A repeated-measures with corrected F
values for Greenhouse- Geisser was used for motivation time and time/environment
interaction as it is more conservative than sphericity assumed. There was a significant
effect for time F (1,99) = 23.97, p = < .001. This means that students tended to score
higher on motivation over the course of the semester. However, environment did not
seem to significantly interact with the times that the motivation questionnaires were given
F (2, 99) = .817, p =.445. This can be seen in Figure 9. These results tell us that the gain
scores for pre- motivation and post-motivation across different levels of environment
were relatively the same.
Levene’s Test of homogeneity of variance for all combinations of levels of
repeated measures variables was utilized. Homogeneity of variance was not violated with
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pre-motivation and post-motivation, F (2,99) = 1.23, p = .295 and F (2,99) = 2.26, p =
.109 respectively. This means that significant values are homogenous with roughly equal
variances.
Main Effect of Environment
Mean motivation gain scores across lab environment for traditional, virtual, and
hybrid was 114.69, 111.17, and 113.27 respectively (Table 10). For the main effect for
environment there was no significant difference found with F (2,99) = .867, p = .423.
This means that if we ignore the times variable in which all motivation to learn biology
questionnaires were given, mean scores for traditional, virtual, and hybrid participants
would be roughly similar.
Motivation Subscales
Further examination of the beginning of semester data revealed no significant
differences between the traditional, virtual, and hybrid lab groups in the BMQ-II
subscales Intrinsic Motivation F (2,99) = 1.019, p = .365, Grade Motivation F (2,99) =
.674, p = .512, Self Determination F ( 2,99) = 1.110, p = .334, Career Motivation F (
2,99) = .038, p = .963, and Self Efficacy F (2,99) = .991, p = .375 (Table 13). Likewise,
examination of the end of the semester data revealed that there was no significant
difference between traditional, virtual, and hybrid lab groups in the BMQ-II subscales
Intrinsic Motivation F (2,99) = .734, p = .483, Grade Motivation F (2,99) = .212, p =
.809, Self Determination F ( 2,99) = 1.008, p = .341, Career Motivation F ( 2,99) = .408,
p = .666, and Self Efficacy F (2,99) = .809, p = .448 (Table 14).
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Table 9 Motivation and Environment Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive Statistics
Environment
Pre- Motivation

Post Motivation

Mean

Std. Deviation

N

Hybrid

112.00

14.746

34

Online

108.68

13.056

34

Traditional

112.47

9.649

34

Total

111.05

12.651

102

Hybrid

114.56

12.534

34

Online

113.68

11.483

34

Traditional

116.91

8.237

34

Total

115.05

10.884

102

Table 10 Mean Motivation Gain Scores by Environment
Estimates
Measure: MEASURE_1
95% Confidence Interval
Environment

Mean

Std. Error

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

Hybrid

113.279

1.899

109.511

117.048

Online

111.176

1.899

107.408

114.945

Traditional

114.691

1.899

110.923

118.459

Table 11 Environment and Motivation Group Descriptives

The traditional lab environment, virtual lab environment, and hybrid lab environment is represented by 1, 2, and 3 respectively.
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The traditional lab environment, virtual lab environment, and hybrid lab environment is represented by 1, 2, and 3 respectively.

Mean Motivation Scores and Environment Interaction
Table 12 Biology Motivation Questionnaire Subscales
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Table 13 ANOVA Omnibus Test for Pre-Motivation Subscales
ANOVA
Sum of Squares
Pre Intrinsic Motivation Between Groups

Pre Grade Motivation

Pre Self Determination

Pre Career Motivation

Pre Self Efficacy

df

Mean Square

29.824

2

14.912

Within Groups

1449.000

99

14.636

Total

1478.824

101

10.902

2

5.451

Within Groups

800.588

99

8.087

Total

811.490

101

18.255

2

9.127

Within Groups

813.824

99

8.220

Total

832.078

101

.549

2

.275

Within Groups

717.412

99

7.247

Total

717.961

101

29.196

2

14.598

Within Groups

1457.676

99

14.724

Total

1486.873

101

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

Between Groups

F

Sig.

1.019

.365

.674

.512

1.110

.334

.038

.963

.991

.375

Table 14 ANOVA Omnibus Test for Post Motivation Subscales
ANOVA
Sum of Squares
Post Intrinsic Motivation

Post Grade Motivation

Post Self Determination

Post Career Motivation

Post Self Efficacy

df

Mean Square

Between Groups

11.196

2

5.598

Within Groups

754.882

99

7.625

Total

766.078

101

Between Groups

2.431

2

1.216

Within Groups

568.088

99

5.738

Total

570.520

101

Between Groups

15.078

2

7.539

Within Groups

686.294

99

6.932

Total

701.373

101

Between Groups

3.784

2

1.892

Within Groups

459.088

99

4.637

Total

462.873

101

Between Groups

18.255

2

9.127

Within Groups

1117.206

99

11.285

Total

1135.461

101
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F

Sig.

.734

.483

.212

.809

1.088

.341

.408

.666

.809

.448

Table 15 Mean scores for the subscales of the BMQ-II for the face-to-face, virtual, and
hybrid lab groups

Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses.
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CHAPTER V – DISCUSSION
In this chapter, the implications of the quantitative results are discussed. First, the
main quantitative findings on overall lab scores are examined. Next, gain scores are
examined for pre-test and post-test. This procedure is repeated for the results in the three
learning environments: traditional laboratory, virtual laboratory, and hybrid laboratory. A
brief discussion of the interaction between motivation to learn biology and the learning
environments follows. The practical, theoretical, and research implications of this study
follows. Lastly, limitations of the study are discussed and suggestions for future research
within science education are viewed.
Findings
To address the research questions, descriptive statistics (frequency, central
tendency, variability) were used for the overall sample and environmental groups. Mean
scores were taken from each environmental group as well as the application of a mixed
design in which each student participated in four different conditions (pre-test, post-test,
pre-motivation, post-motivation). Data for this study was collected from a sample size of
102 students. All participants participated in every instrument (Table 3).
Ratings from a 125-point scale were used to calculate overall motivation to learn
biology (DV) as well as answers on a four-unit pre-test and post-test and overall grade
scores (DV). Also included was the categorical variable: environment (traditional, virtual,
and hybrid). These variables were recorded as grouping factors (I.V.) The unit pre-tests
and post-tests were used to determine student knowledge gains throughout the semester.
The Motivation to Learn Biology Questionnaire was used in order to determine the
students’ motivational scores at the beginning of the semester and end of the semester.
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The overall lab grade was used to determine whether the traditional students, virtual
students and the hybrid students were equally prepared in content knowledge to move
onto the next level science course. Data were analyzed using SPSS (Version 25.0).
This research study was based on the social cognitive framework, which incorporates
motivation to learn biology. The findings of this study were largely consistent with the
proposed model. Students’ motivation to learn biology increased over time after
experiencing an intervention. Bandura’s (1986, 2001) social cognitive theory posits that
people learn best through social interactions in the environment such as watching others
completing tasks or the discussion of concepts, and as posed by the social cognitive
theory, would increase their motivation to learn biology. The results from this study
demonstrate that students in the traditional lab had a higher motivation. Yet, no
significant differences in motivation were found between the lab environments. This
shows us that motivation to learn biology increased not due to individual environmental
conditions, but due to laboratory interventions as a whole. As stated previously, a
number of empirical studies have been highly influential regarding the impact and
effects of educational technology in regard to virtual laboratories (Chiasson, Terras, &
Smart, 2015; Jacobs, 2014; Scalise, Timms, Moorjani, Clark, Holtermann, & Irvin,
2011). More specifically, virtual labs have been credited as being as effective as
traditional labs for concept retention and student achievement. The same was true for
this study. While students in the virtual lab and traditional lab showed no statistical
difference in overall lab grade, the virtual lab had a statistically higher overall lab grade
than the hybrid lab. This may be attributed to the fact that virtual lab students could
repeat lab assignments online. Laboratory content was the same in the traditional and
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virtual lab, while the hybrid lab contained less content and reinforced each topic twice.
The combination of online and hands-on assignments could have attributed to higher
post test scores in the hybrid lab. Although the hybrid lab presented higher post-test
scores, there was no statistical difference and there was no effect of the environment on
gain scores.
Table 15 shows a mean comparison of motivation subscales based on
environment. For the subscale scores of Intrinsic Motivation, Self Determination, and
Career Motivation, students in the traditional lab scored higher in the beginning of the
semester. Students in the hybrid lab scored higher for subscale Grade Motivation and Self
efficacy. However, there was no significant difference between subscales and
environment. At the end of the semester, students in the traditional lab scored higher in
subscales Intrinsic Motivation, Self Determination, Career Motivation, and Self efficacy.
The hybrid lab group scored higher for Grade Motivation, meaning they had the greatest
concern for receiving a high grade in the course. However, there was no significant
difference between motivation subscales and environment.
The differences in the learning environments did not have real ramifications
for student’s motivation to learn biology. Therefore, while these laboratory environments
are demonstrably different, the hybrid laboratories did not negatively impact students’
motivation to learn biology and may be an acceptable replacement for traditional
laboratories, as the hybrid laboratories present the same equivalence of quality to the
educational experience that students receive.
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Implications
The results of this study have practical implications for college and university
biology courses and other introductory science instructors in two parts. First, the Biology
Motivation Questionnaire II© was found to be a reliable and valid tool in assessing
students’ motivation in three separate laboratory settings. This finding could possibly
encourage instructors to consider motivational assessments along with achievement
measurements when implementing new teaching techniques. Second, the hybrid
laboratories used in this study did not have an adverse effect on students’ motivation to
learn biology even when the data were examined for 3 distinct motivation levels (low,
medium, high). These results combined with the existing literature on hybrid laboratories
should provide educators with confidence in integrating hybrid laboratories into their
courses.
Limitations
There were several limitations with this research study. First, the generalizability
of these findings is limited to general biology lab I students at Alcorn State University
and the specific virtual intervention (McGraw Hill LearnSmart Labs). This sample was
fairly unique because the biology laboratory course had a shorter than typical meeting
time than other colleges and universities. Generally, introductory biology laboratory
courses meet for two hours and fifty minutes per week while this course met for one hour
and fifty minutes. Further limitations include honesty and accuracy with answering the
questions provided in all the instruments. Because these were not graded for accuracy,
nor proctored, students in the virtual lab may have hurriedly and carelessly answered or
may have used notes or other resources. Furthermore, while laboratory content was the
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same in the traditional and virtual lab; the hybrid lab contained less content and
reinforced each topic twice.
Further Research
Future research on achievement and students’ motivation to learn biology across
laboratory environment could take many directions. For example, the inclusion of factors
in the learning environment for the three laboratory environments such as instructor
support, collaboration & intervention, student autonomy, personal relevance, and active
learning would provide a greater understanding of the impacts of various laboratory
environments on students when combined with the motivation data. Further group
comparisons such as age, major, gender and ethnicity would also provide additional
insight. An additional area of research could include a multi-semester study of students’
motivation to learn biology whilst they transition between upper division biology
laboratory courses. This type of study would provide information on the cumulative
influences of the different learning environments. Similar investigations into the impacts
of traditional, virtual and hybrid laboratories on students’ achievement and motivation to
learn could be performed in other science disciplines such as chemistry and physics. A
final recommendation would be to perform a qualitative analysis on the participants in the
study, as quantitative analysis does not always offer the complete story. The researcher is
often unaware of the reasons behind individual choices on questionnaires and surveys.
The last part of this study focused on the preferences for motivational variables, so a
qualitative analysis follow-up would be ideal to understand more about how students
learn and interact in the biology lab, regardless of delivery method.
All the aforementioned would contribute greatly to the existing literature base on
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achievement, motivation and lab environment.
The purpose of this study was to compare academic achievement, and motivation
to learn biology between traditional, virtual and hybrid general biology I lab students.
Further research on this topic is important because very little research is available for
biology, especially at the undergraduate level. Since the academic achievement and
motivation between the traditional and hybrid groups were not found to be significantly
different from each other, these findings, along with future studies, may lead to decreased
concerns of hybrid learning quality.
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- FALL 2019 GENERAL BIOLOGY I TRADITIONAL, VIRTUAL,
AND HYBRID LAB SCHEDULE (BI 125L)

Table A1. Traditional Lab Schedule:

Week 1

8/20 – 8/22

No Labs

Virtual Lab or
Physical Lab
No Lab

Week 2

8/27 – 8/29

Introduction /Pre-test/ BMQII

Physical Lab

Week 3

9/10 –9/12

Scientific Method

Physical Lab

Week 4

9/17 – 9/19

Metrics

Physical Lab

Week 5

9/24– 9/26

Microscopy

Physical Lab

Week 6

10/1 – 10/3

Midterm Exam

Physical Lab

Week 7

10/8 – 10/10

Cell Structure & Function

Physical Lab

Week 8

10/15 – 10/17 Diffusion

Physical Lab

Week 9

10/22 – 10/24 Cellular pH

Physical Lab

Week 10

10/29 – 10/31 Photosynthesis

Physical Lab

Week 11

11/5 –11/7

Physical Lab

Week 12

11/12 – 11/14 No Class

No Lab

Week 13

11/19 –11/21

Physical Lab

Week 14

11/26 – 11/28 Fall Break

Dates (2019) Topic

Cell Respiration
Post-test/ BMQII

No Lab
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Table A2. Virtual Lab Schedule:

Dates (2019)

Topic

Week 1

8/20 – 8/22

No Labs

Virtual Lab or
Physical Lab
No Lab

Week 2

8/27 – 8/29

Introduction /Pre-test/ BMQII

Virtual Lab

Week 3

9/10 –9/12

Scientific Method

Virtual Lab

Week 4

9/17 – 9/19

Metrics

Virtual Lab

Week 5

9/24– 9/26

Microscopy

Virtual Lab

Week 6

10/1 – 10/3

Midterm Exam

Virtual Lab

Week 7

10/8 – 10/10

Cell Structure & Function

Virtual Lab

Week 8

10/15 – 10/17 Diffusion

Virtual Lab

Week 9

10/22 – 10/24 Cellular pH

Virtual Lab

Week 10

10/29 – 10/31 Photosynthesis

Virtual Lab

Week 11

11/5 –11/7

Virtual Lab

Week 12

11/12 – 11/14 No Class

No Lab

Week 13

11/19 –11/21

Virtual Lab

Week 14

11/26 – 11/28 Fall Break

Cell Respiration
Post-test/ BMQII

No Lab
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Table A3. Hybrid Lab Schedule:

Dates (2019) Topic

Virtual Lab or
Physical Lab

Week 1

8/20 – 8/22

No Labs

No Lab

Week 2

8/27 – 8/29

Introduction/Pre-test/ BMQII

Physical Lab

Week 3

9/10 –9/12

Microscopy

Physical Lab

Week 4

9/17 – 9/19

Diffusion

Virtual Lab

Week 5

9/24– 9/26

Diffusion

Physical Lab

Week 6

10/1 – 10/3

Midterm Exam

Physical Lab

Week 7

10/8 – 10/10

Cellular pH

Virtual Lab

Week 8

10/15 – 10/17 Cellular pH

Physical Lab

Week 9

10/22 – 10/24 Photosynthesis

Virtual Lab

Week 10

10/29 – 10/31 Photosynthesis

Physical Lab

Week 11

11/5 –11/7

Virtual Lab

Week 12

11/12 – 11/14 Cell Respiration

Physical Lab

Week 13

11/19 –11/21

Physical Lab

Week 14

11/26 – 11/28 Fall Break

Cell Respiration

Post-test/ BMQII

No Lab
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- BEGINNING-OF-SEMESTER SURVEY
BEGINNING-OF-SEMESTER SURVEY
1. Provide your complete name as it appears on the course roster.
First Name:
Last Name:
2. Please record you’re A# in the box provided. Your A# typically begins with the
letter A, followed by eight numbers. For example: A10178944

3. Select your lecture section from the list below:
Mrs. Burr: MWF 9:00-9:50 am
Ms. Jenkins: MWF 8:00-8:50 am
Dr. Kostyleva: MWF 11:00-11:50 am
Mrs. Stewart: Virtual
Dr. Williams: MWF 8:00-8:50 am
4. Which best describes you?
Female
Male
5. Which best describes you? (check all that apply)
Asian
Black/ African American
Hispanic/ Latino
White/ Caucasian
Other, please explain
68

6. Which best describes you?
Under 18
Age 18-22
Age 23-29
Age 30+
7. Is this your first college-level science laboratory class? (Do not include collegelevel courses taken while in high school.)
Yes
No
8. Please identify your major.
Arts & Humanities
Biology
Biomedical Sciences
Chemistry
Forensic Science
Physics
Mathematics/ Statistics
Education
Nursing
Business
Health & Public Affairs
Social Sciences: Psychology, Sociology, etc.
Engineering & Computer Science
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Other, please identify
9. Do you intend to take a science course next semester (spring or summer)?
Yes
No
10. Which type(s) of course are you going to take? Please select all that apply.
biology
chemistry
physics
other
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- BIOLOGY MOTIVATION QUESTIONNAIRE II ©

The biology I learn is relevant to my life.
I like to do better than other students on biology tests.
Learning biology is interesting.
Getting a good biology grade is important to me.
I put enough effort into learning biology.
I use strategies to learn biology well.
Learning biology will help me get a good job.
It is important that I get an "A" in biology.
I am confident that I will do well on biology tests.
Knowing biology will give me a career advantage.
I spend a lot of time learning biology.
Learning biology makes my life more meaningful.
Understanding biology will benefit me in my career.
I am confident that I will do well on biology labs and
projects.
I believe I can master biology knowledge and skills.
I prepare well for biology tests and labs.
I am curious about discoveries in biology.
I believe I can earn a grade of "A" in science.
I enjoy learning biology.
I think about the grade I will get in biology.
I am sure I can understand biology.
I study hard to learn biology.
My career will involve biology.
Scoring high on biology tests and labs matters to me.
I will use biology problem-solving skills in my career.
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Always

Often

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

In order to better understand what you think and how you feel about your biology lab
courses, please respond to each of the following statements from the perspective of
"When I am in a biology course..."

- PRE/POST-TEST QUESTIONS WITH CORRESPONDING LAB

LAB

QUESTION

Diffusion

1. In a region of high concentration of a substance, why is there a net
movement of molecules outward?
A. The molecules have more energy when they are close together
B. The temperature is higher where they are closer together
C. More molecules collide within the region of high concentration
than in lower
D. The molecules need to disperse to have more space.

Diffusion

2. When using agar as a media, the color spreads outward because
A. Agar molecules are moving inward
B. There is a net movement of each substance from an area of high
concentration to low concentration
C. Molecules of each substance can only move in one direction
D. Molecules of each substance are being actively transported out of
the depression.

Cellular
Respiration

3. Which of the fermentation products produced by yeast is a gas?
A. Carbon dioxide
B. Oxygen
C. Nitrogen
D. Ethanol

Photosynthesis 4. Which product of photosynthesis will accumulate in the spongy
mesophyll and cause leaf disks to float in bicarbonate solution?
A. Oxygen
B. Glucose
C. Carbon dioxide
D. Hydrogen
Cellular
Respiration

5. An organism is placed in a volumeter. If the organism is producing
a gas, the fluid level in the volumeter's glass tubing will
A. Rise
B. Move toward the organism
C. Remain stationary
D. Fall
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Photosynthesis 6.Why would a 3% sodium bicarbonate solution be used in a
photosynthesis experiment?
A. It is a source of oxygen
B. It is a source of energy
C. It is a source of CO2
D. Both B and C
Cellular
Respiration

7. Which of the following carbohydrates is a dissacharide?
A. Galactose
B. Glucose
C. Fructose
D. Sucrose

Cellular
Respiration

8. Which carbohydrate is the primary or preferred starting compound
for glycolysis and the fermentation pathway?
A. Fructose
B. Glucose
C. Sucrose
D. Lactose

Cellular
Respiration

9. Metabolic processes like germination require energy in the form of
ATP which is produced by cellular respiration. Which gas is
consumed by germinating beans (and animals, including humans) to
produce the ATP required?
A. Nitrogen
B. Carbon Dioxide
C. Oxygen
D. Hydrogen

Cellular
Respiration

10. When testing yeast fermentation with a respirometer, how would
you know if one sugar is fermented more easily than another?
A. The space in the top of the small tube will increase in volume more
quickly
B. The pH of the solution in the tube will become more basic
C. Ethanol will be produced more slowly
D. The volume of solution in the large tube will increase.
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Cellular
Respiration

11. When testing yeast fermentation with a respirometer, what will
cause the size of the space in the top of the small tube to change in
volume?
A. A decrease in the amount of carbohydrate in solution after it is
consumed in respiration
B. An increase in the production of carbon dioxide from fermentation
C. A decrease in the amount of water due to evaporation
D. An increase in ethanol in the solution in the small tube.

pH

12. When testing pH, what best describes the results of adding a few
drops of acid to artificial cytoplasm?
A. There is minimal change in pH
B. The acid acts as a buffer for the cytoplasm
C. The pH decreases rapidly
D. The pH increases rapidly

pH

13. When using antacids to study pH, why would the best antacid
require the most drops of acid to change the color of the solution?
A. The best antacid can neutralize the most acid, so it resists changes
in pH the longest
B. The best antacid is the most basic, so it takes more acid to
neutralize it
C. The best antacid dissolves very slowly, so it takes longer to change
the pH
D. The best antacid is the most acidic, and dissolves very slowly

pH

14. Why would different antacids have different effectiveness?
A. They use different quantities of the basic ingredients
B. They are most sensitive to different acids
C. They use different buffering chemicals
D. They behave depending on the food that is eaten

Cellular
Structure

15. You observe cells on a microscope slide that contain nuclei,
cytoplasm, and a cell membrane. What type of cell are you looking
at?
A. Prokaryote
B. Eukaryote
C. Bacteria
D. Viral
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Cellular
Structure

16. Compared to eukaryotes, prokaryotic cells lack which structure?
A. Proteins
B. A nucleus
C. Cell wall
D. Both B and C

Cellular
Structure

17. You observe cells on a microscope slide that are very small,
surrounded by a cell wall (ie. have a define shape), and with no
obvious intracellular structure and no nuclei. These cells most likely
are:
A. Human cells
B. Plant cells
C. Prokaryotes
D. Eukaryotes

Cellular
Structure

18. If you did not know that Elodea is a plant, how would you know
you are looking at plant cells?
A. Due to the cell membrane
B. Due to the chloroplasts
C. Due to the nuclei in the cells
D. Due to the cell wall

Diffusion

19. Suppose you have solute molecules at a very high concentration at
a specific location in a solvent. All molecules move around randomly.
What will happen over time?
A. Solute molecules will spread out evenly
B. The situation will remain the same
C. Solute molecules will pack together even more tightly
D. The solute will move downwards, all things equal

Diffusion

20. Suppose solute molecules are highly concentrated and that
diffusion happens fast. What will the distribution of solute be like
after a long time?
A. Nothing- the situation is stable
B. The concentration of solute will be equal everywhere
C. The solute will disappear from the solution
D. The concentration of solvent will be very high at a localized spot
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